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Abstract 
In today’s environment it is very difficult to secure the information on Internet if there is no proper attention towards the security. Day by day 
the more attacks is invented by the hacker, intruder and cracker. It is very important to know about the various security attacks and their 
countermeasures to provide the secrecy, authentication, integrity and non-repudiation of information. Most of the E-commerce websites provide 
their customers to remotely do their transaction and be safe from Internet attacks. The paper explains the various real life cases related to e-
commerce and what precaution should be take care by the organization to protect resources from outsider and insider attack. This paper explains 
very well known attacks and solutions of it. 
Keywords: SQL Injection,Virus, Botnet, Denial of Service   

1. Introduction 

Electronic disasters can ruin businesses, sink careers, send stock prices plummeting and create public relations nightmare. For 
responsible organizations operating in the age of electronic communication and E-commerce, a proper security model is an 
essential to protect & make transaction secure. The consequences of insecure authentication in a banking or corporate 
environment can be disastrous, with loss of confidential information, money, and compromised data integrity. Many applications 
like banking, healthcare, immigration and border control, etc require user authentication, including physical access control to 
offices or buildings. It is required to provide better security which removes the passive and active attacks on the organizational 
data or information. 

2. E-commerce Security Attacks 

The potential growth of e-commerce depends on people believing that surfing the Internet and buying and selling online are safe 
activities that will not result in financial loss or an invasion of privacy. The TCP/IP protocol used to transmit data over the Internet 
was not designed to be secure, which means that data transmitted from computer to computer can be intercepted, read, and even 
altered. The important issues related to E-commerce security are described as follow. 

 
2.1 Hacking 
Hacking in simple terms means illegal intrusion into a computer system without the permission of the computer owner/user. 
However, in practice, hackers generally have a particular target in mind, so their unauthorized access leads to further acts, which 
national law might also define as criminal activities. 

 

2.2 Virus Dissemination 
Malicious software that is attach with other software. (Virus, Worms, Trojan horse, Time bomb, Logic Bomb, Rabbit and 
Bacterium are the malicious software). Now a day’s most of the computer user uses the pen drive to store the personal information 
and secret documents. It is most frequently use to transfer the information. Most of the people do not know is there any harmful 
software running in their pen drive or not. They use it at different places in spread the malicious software very easily without 
knowing about it. 

 
2.3 Denial of Service 
Denial of Service (DoS) is much like attacks that limit all traffic into a site, including legitimate traffic. When attacked, it is 
difficult for victims to gain access to their systems or to filter out bad traffic. This is often a serious crime, especially when a 
company may be forced to go out of business because of it. This has been true in the past when ISPs were forced off the Internet 
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by a DDoS attack for a series of days. They were unable to meet their SLAs (Service Level Agreement) and were forced to shut 
down. 

 

2.4 Credit card fraud 
Many attackers are money focused, with a financial incentive for an attack, and so target their attacks on databases containing 
many credit card numbers. Attackers are likely to target credit card processors and transaction clearinghouses, since they deal in a 
large volume of credit card numbers daily. You simply have to type credit card number into www page of the vendor for online 
transaction if electronic transactions are not secured the credit card numbers can be stolen by the hackers who can misuse this card 
by impersonating the credit card owner. Sometimes the false slot is fixed at ATM machine, which uses the same color, and sticker 
of the original card slot. It contains the additional card reader to copy your card information and then after using the duplicate card 
to perform illegal transactions. Sometimes the pamphlet holder is put near to the ATM machine with the micro camera in it. The 
micro camera can set in such a way that it can view the KEYPAD and also send the screen on monitors up to 200 meters. On 
March 20, 2009, A BBC sting operation has exposed a criminal gang in India that sells credit card details of UK customers, 
reportedly stolen from call centers in India. This gang was sold the credit and debit card details at $10 a card. 

 
2.5 Damage of Data and Code 
Most organizations now depend to some extent on computerized information systems, and any act resulting in significant 
corruption or deletion of corporate data could have serious implications on their ability to transact business. Companies and 
individuals depend on the integrity of the data that they access from the Internet. For example a customer will make a purchasing 
decision based on the price shown on a web page. If this price has been altered because of a security breach, the online company 
could risk losing money, the customer, or both. A company could access its website one morning to find a competitor’s address in 
place of its own. Another form of vandalism occurs when an individual attempts to crash computers and servers by sending huge 
files or thousands of messages to the same email address at once. 

 
2.6 Wi-Fi Hacking 
Most computers built during the past five years come with Wi-Fi built in and usually enabled in the promiscuous mode; this 
means that a savvy hacker can set up a Wi-Fi access point nearby and cause this Wi-Fi enabled computer to dutifully connect to 
that rogue access point. The access point’s operator can then easily add, remove, or modify files in the targeted computer, even if 
that computer’s owner never consciously connected to the Internet. 

 
2.7 Silent Intrusion 
Cyber criminals gain access to systems without authorization and without setting off any detection devices. This is often the most 
nebulous type of intrusion, since the victim is unaware of the presence of an unauthorized user who may be there to collect data 
via key loggers and Trojan horses. The purpose of this type of access is specifically passive and is mean to allow the attacker to 
maintain long-term- access. 

 
2.8 Salami Attack 
In such crime criminal makes insignificant changes in such a manner that such changes would go unnoticed. Criminal makes such 
program that deducts small amount like Rs. 0.50 per month from the account of all the customer of the Bank and deposit the same 
in his account. In this case no account holder will approach the bank for such small amount but criminal gains huge amount. 

 
2.9 Cyber Stalking, Defamation 
The Criminal follows the victim by sending emails, entering the chat rooms frequently. The Criminal sends emails containing 
defamatory matters to all concerned of the victim or post the defamatory matters on a website. (Disgruntled employee may do this 
against boss, ex-boys friend against girl, divorced husband against wife etc) 

 
2.10 Software Privacy 
Theft of software through the illegal copying of genuine programs or the counterfeiting and distribution of products intended to 
pass for the original. Retail revenue losses worldwide are ever increasing due to this crime. It can be done in various ways like 
End user copying, Hard disk loading; Illegal downloads from the Internet etc. 

 
2.11 Spoofing 
Getting one computer on a network to act as if to have the identity of another computer, usually one with special access privileges, 
so as to obtain access to the other computers on the network. 

 
2.12 Loss of Data 
If you loss data, you loss customers and control, opening yourself up to possibilities for fraud. You could loss data for physical 
reasons (hard drive crashed), because you were hacked, or because you were careless. Loss or unauthorized use of data can be 
attributed to three causes: theft, fraud, and human error. 
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3. Banking and Bookkeeping 

Online Banking is available to all individuals, Partnership firms and Corporate. They can perform all their routine banking activities 
online conveniently and comfortably from wherever they are. Banking systems range from cash machine networks and credit card 
processing through high-value interbank money transfer systems, to the back-end bookkeeping systems that keep track of it all and 
settle up afterwards. Now a day, banks are providing services like Internet Banking, Mobile Banking, and ATM Banking for 
various types of transactions. The protection of bookkeeping systems is very important in current era of e-commerce. 
 
3.1 How Bank Computer System Work: 
 
A typical banking system has a number of data structures. The processing software that acts on these data structures will include a 
suite of overnight batch processing programs, which apply the transactions from the journals to the various ledgers and the account 
master file. The online processing will include a number of modules which post transactions to the relevant combinations of ledgers.  

  
3.2 What Goes Wrong?  
 
Typical computer crime cases include: 
 
3.2.1 Paul Stubbs, a password reset Clark at HSBC, conspired with persons unknown to change the password used by AT&T to 
access their bank account with HSBC. The new password was used to transfer £11.8 million — over $20 million — to offshore 
companies, from which it was not recovered. Stubbs was a vulnerable young man who had been employed as a password reset clerk 
after failing internal exams; the court took kindness on him and he got away with 5 years. It was alleged that an AT&T employee 
had conspired to cover up the transactions, but that gentleman was acquitted. 
 
3.2.2 A bank had a system of suspense accounts, which would be used temporarily if one of the parties to a transaction could not be 
identified (such as when an account number was entered wrongly on a funds transfer). This was a work around added to the dual 
control system to deal with transactions that got lost or otherwise couldn’t be balanced immediately. As it was a potential 
vulnerability, the bank had a rule that suspense accounts would be investigated if they were not cleared within three days. One of 
the clerks exploited this by setting up a scheme whereby she would post a debit to a suspense account and an equal credit to her 
boyfriend’s account; after three days, she would raise another debit to pay off the first. In almost two years, she netted hundreds of 
thousands of dollars. (The bank negligently ignored a regulatory requirement that all staff take at least 10 consecutive days’ 
vacation no more than 15 months from the last such vacation.) In the end, she was caught when she could no longer keep track of 
the growing mountain of bogus transactions. 
 
3.2.3 A bank clerk in Hastings, England, noticed that the branch computer system did not audit address changes. He picked a 
customer who had a lot of money in her account and got a statement only once a year; he then changed her address to his, issued a 
new ATM card and personal identification number (PIN), and changed her address back to its original value. In total, he stole 
£8,600 from her account. When she complained, she was not believed: the bank maintained that its computer systems were 
infallible, and so the withdrawals must have been her fault. The matter was cleared up only when the clerk got an attack of 
conscience and started stuffing the cash in brown envelopes through the branch’s letter box at night. The branch manager finally 
realized that something was seriously wrong.  
 
3.2.4 HSBC fined £3 million for outrageously poor data protection. HSBC was fined £3m by the Financial Services Authority for 
failing to properly look after its customers' information and private data, as such breaches led to at least two losses of customer data. 
The FSA was probing the bank and found unencrypted customer details on open shelves and unlocked cabinets. It was also 
uncovered that clients’ details were sent through the post or couriers to third parties, moreover employees were not trained in 
dealing with risks related to identity theft. As the director of enforcement at the FSA Margaret Cole stated, these failures are very 
disappointing as all three companies failed their customers by being careless with personal details which could have ended up in the 
hands of criminals. 

4. Automatic Teller Machines 

ATM is computerized telecommunication device that provides the clients of a financial institution with access to financial 
transactions in a public space without the need for a cashier, human clerk or bank teller. ATMs were the first large-scale retail 
transaction processing systems. ATMs, also known as cash machines, have been one of the most influential technological 
innovations of the 20th century. 

  
Modern block ciphers were first used on a large scale in ATM networks to generate and verify PINs in secure hardware devices 
located within the ATMs and at bank computer centers. This technology including block ciphers, tamper-resistant hardware and the 
supporting protocols, ended up being used in many other applications from postal franking machines to lottery ticket terminals. In 
short, ATMs were the ‘killer app’ that got modern commercial cryptology and retail payment technology off the ground. 
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4.1 ATM Basics 
Most ATMs operate using some variant of a system developed by IBM for its 3624 series cash machines in the late 1970s. The card 
contains the customer’s primary account number, PAN. A secret key, called the ‘PIN key’, is used to encrypt the account number, 
the decimalize it and truncate it. The result of this operation is called the ‘natural PIN’; an offset can be added to it in order to give 
the PIN which the customer must enter. The offset has no real cryptographic function; it just enables customers to choose their own 
PIN. An example of the process is shown in Figure below.In the first ATMs to use PINs, each ATM contained a copy of the PIN 
key and each card contained the offset as well as the primary account number. Each ATM could thus verify all customer PINs. 
Early ATMs also operated offline; if your cash withdrawal limit was $500 per week, a counter was kept on the card. In recent years 
networks have become more dependable and ATMs have tended to operate online only, which simplifies the design; the cash 
counters and offsets have vanished from magnetic strips and are now kept on servers. In the last few years, magnetic strips have 
been supplemented with smartcard chips in some countries, especially in Europe. However the basic principle remains: PINs are 
generated and protected using cryptography. Dual control is implemented in this system using tamper-resistant hardware. A 
cryptographic processor, also known as a security module, is kept in the bank’s server room and will perform a number of defined 
operations on customer PINs and on related keys in ways that enforce a dual-control policy. This includes the following.  
 
Operations on the clear values of customer PINs, and on the keys needed to compute them or used to protect them, are all done in 
tamper-resistant hardware and the clear values are never made available to any single member of the bank’s staff. 
 
Account number PAN:  8807012345691715 
PIN key KP:   FEFEFEFEFEFEFEFE 
Result of DES {PAN}KP: A2CE126C69AEC82D 
{N}KPdecimalized:  0224126269042823 
Natural PIN:   0224 
Offset:    6565 
Customer PIN:   6789 
________________________________________________ 
IBM method for generating bank card PINs 
 
•Thus, for example, the cards and PINs are sent to the customer via separate channels. The cards are personalized in a facility with 
embossing and mag strip printing machinery and the PIN mailers are printed in a separate facility containing a printer attached to a 
security module. 
•A terminal master key is supplied to each ATM in the form of two printed components, which are carried to the branch by two 
separate officials, input at the ATM keyboard, and combined to form the key. Similar procedures (but with three official) are used 
to set up master keys between banks and network switches such as VISA. 
•If ATMs are to perform PIN verification locally, then the PIN key is encrypted under the terminal master key and then sent to the 
ATM.  
•If the PIN verification is to be done centrally over the network, the PIN is encrypted under a key set up using the terminal master 
key. It will then be sent from the ATM to a central security module for checking. 
•If the bank’s ATMs are to accept other banks’ cards, then its security modules use transactions that take a PIN encrypted under an 
ATM key, decrypt it and re-encrypt it for its destination, such as using a key shared with VISA. This PIN translation function is 
done entirely within the hardware security module, so that clear values of PINs are never available to the bank’s programmers. 
VISA will similarly decrypt the PIN and reencrypt it using a key shared with the bank that issued the card, so that the PIN can be 
verified by the security module that knows the relevant PIN key. 
 
4.2 What Goes Wrong? 
 
4.2.1 In Paisley, Scotland, an ATM repairman installed a portable computer inside an ATM to record customer card and PIN data 
and then went on a spending spree with forged cards. In London, England, a bank stupidly used the same cryptographic keys in its 
live and test systems; maintenance staff found out that they could work out customer PINs using their test equipment, and started 
offering this as a service to local criminals at £50 a card. Insider frauds were particularly common in countries like Britain where 
the law generally made the customer pay for fraud, and rarer in countries like the USA where the bank paid; British bank staff knew 
that customer complaints wouldn’t be investigated carefully, so they got lazy, careless, and sometimes bent. 
 
4.2.2 Most of the credit card numbers that are traded online got into bad hands because someone hacked a merchant’s computer. 
VISA had rules for many years prohibiting merchants from storing credit card data once the transaction had been processed, but 
many merchants simply ignored them. 
 
4.2.3 If user forgot PIN number, he/she cannot use the card for further processing. If he/she type wrong PIN three times then the 
card is logged and you can’t do process for that day. In ATM when the card is inserted it asks for the PIN number. If PIN entered by 
the card user may be correct or wrong, it display menu options and when user is select the options for doing process at that time 
again ask for the PIN number. If it is correct then it will do the further process. It is unnecessary to ask the credit card user to enter 
two times the PIN number.  
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4.2.4 A rapidly growing modus operandi in the early 1990s was to use false terminals to collect card and PIN data. The first report 
was from the USA; crooks built a vending machine which would accept any card and PIN, and dispense a packet of cigarettes. Two 
attackers installed a fake ATM in the Buckland Hills Mall. They had managed to get a proper ATM and a software development kit 
for it - all bought on credit. Unfortunately for them, they decided to use the forged cards in New York, where cash machines have 
hidden video cameras.  
 
5. Major Issues & Their Solutions  
 
5.1 SQL-injections 
SQL injection is the name for a general class of attacks that can allow nefarious users to retrieve data, alter server settings, or even 
take over your server if you're not careful. SQL injection is not a SQL Server problem, but a problem with improperly written 
applications. 
 
Here is it how it works. Assume that you have a getproduct.php script which shows product information when you pass productID 
parameter to this script: 
<?php  
       $q = mysql_query("SELECT * FROM `PRODUCT` WHERE productID=".$_GET["productID"])  
            or die (mysql_error());  
    $row = mysql_fetch_row($q);  
   ... ?> 
Running getproduct.php?productID=5 will fetch a product from the database with the productID equaling 5, and show its 
information. 
 
But what will happen if you run getproduct.php as such 
getproduct.php?productID=5;show tables;  
getproduct.php?productID=5;delete from some_important_table; 
 
In this case output will be limited only to imagination and skills of a hacker who have found such vulnerability in your application. 
 
How to protect yourself from SQL injections? The answer is proper data validation. Before executing a SQL query you must make 
sure it is safe to execute. Check input data and transform it to a safe form if required. For example, where input variable is assumed 
to be an integer number, don't hesitate to add following line before running a SQL query: 
 
$input_variable = (int) $input_variable; 
 
For transforming string data you can use mysql_escape_string() 
function: 
 
$input_variable = mysql_escape_string( $input_variable ); 
 
When dealing with string data, transform it into safe mode according to magic_quotes_gpc and magic_quotes_runtime values 
defined in PHP settings on your server. Be careful with escape symbols such as ', ", . 
 
5.2 Micro-Botnets 
It often used blended methods to access sensitive data. They can discreetly probe networks a few packets at a time, search for 
trade secrets using hijacked accounts, and disable antivirus by removing critical software files. A micro-botnet will attempt to 
perform these and other blended attacks while quietly traversing the network alongside normal traffic. Micro-botnet utilize a fewer 
slave computers, and in turn send fewer data packets; they are superior at evading traditional botnet-detection capabilities in 
firewalls and intrusion detection systems. To further avoid detection, a botnet controller can configure his or her micro-botnet to 
disable antivirus software. 
To protect enterprise environment against micro-botnets, an organization must begin allocating more resources toward detecting 
botnets rather than focusing solely on preventing them. The mentality that firewall, IDS, or malware protection software will take 
care of attacks creates an environment with a false sense of security. Organizations must do more to understand what’s happening 
within their networks. If you’re using a pattern scanner, turn up the sensitivity level and spend a little extra time determining what is 
or is not a false positive. It’s good network hygiene to exercise log analysis to know what’s really happening on the network. To 
help automate much of the log analysis, look for products such as those offered by LogLogic Inc., ArcSight Inc. or Tenable 
Network Security Inc. 
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5. Conclusion 

E-commerce applications have been secured with not a single approach. According to the area of an E-commerce application, 
organization has to decide protection goals and apply the appropriate security policies. Being security experts to implement the 
security policies in organization, he/she has to decide which policies are common for the various applications. Network admin has 
to continuous watch on the daily updating in security breach and its countermeasures. 
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